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 We strive to create a unique and premium environment that speaks We strive to create a unique and premium environment that speaks
for its untold story. Our forte lies in creating stylish urban designs forfor its untold story. Our forte lies in creating stylish urban designs for
residential and commercial spaces while focusing on three main areas,residential and commercial spaces while focusing on three main areas,
interior design, furniture, and staging. Based in Chandigarh, we set offinterior design, furniture, and staging. Based in Chandigarh, we set off
several dynamic projects, not just for creating new spaces butseveral dynamic projects, not just for creating new spaces but
meticulously modifying the existing ones that resonate with the client’smeticulously modifying the existing ones that resonate with the client’s
taste. Having an insight into different cultures, our team has had thetaste. Having an insight into different cultures, our team has had the
privilege of residing and designing spaces in multiple cities. Deliveringprivilege of residing and designing spaces in multiple cities. Delivering
chic, exquisite interiors and a blend of aesthetic furniture with a sensechic, exquisite interiors and a blend of aesthetic furniture with a sense
of comfort, we never hesitate to go the extra mile.of comfort, we never hesitate to go the extra mile.
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For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/partap-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/partap-
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